
Mini caravan in a wooden suitcase

Tiny Mouse House
Turn a mini suitcase into a mini caravan.

Including interior, pets and Mouse.

What do you need?
for the outside

* Wooden suitcase

* Clay

* Wooden ice cream sticks

* Acrylic paint

* Lace

* Styrofoam ball

* Glue

How to make it?
Cut a styrofoam ball in two parts
and attach these under the briefcase,
so it looks like it's on wheels.
Paint the suitcase in an even color.
For a natural effect, paint the
edges in a darker shade.
Make the windows and doors of wooden
ice cream sticks. You can see the cats 
behind the window cut these from a napkin 
or magazine. Cut the grin out of the lace.
Finally, you glue all parts of the suitcase.

The outside is ready!

On the next page
the furniture >



What do you need?
for the furniture

* Wooden furniture

* Matchboxes, 3x

* Felt

* Clay

* Glue/napkin glue

* Acrylic paint

* Napkins

* Fabric

On the next page
the accessoires >

How to
Use for the furniture the doll furniture 
from Stafi l. You just need to paint them.
The cushions are made of felt and the 
tablecloth is made of a piece of napkin.
The box is made of three matchboxes on 
top of each other, with three ice cream 
sticks at the back. The buttons are made 
of clay.



What do you need? 
for the accessories

* Clay 

* Lace 

* Felt 

* Napkin lacquer 

* Acrylic paint 

* Paper Napkins 

* Fabric

How to make it?
The accessories are almost all made of clay. 
After this you can paint them and possibly  
still pasting a paper napkin or a picture from  
a magazine.

On the next page the 
Mouse >
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What do you need? 
for the mouse

* Styrofoam egg 

* Wool felt 

* Pen needle 

* Clay 

* Acrylic paint

How to make it?
1 Use a styrofoam egg as a base. Punch this
completely filled with wool felt. 2/3 Then make 
the loose parts such as, ears, arms, legs.  
4 Finally, make clay shoes so that the mouse  
can stand independently.

Do you find this step too difficult?
then of course you can too
buy a little doll or cuddly toy


